
“The Shadow  Game” 
Episode overview 

 
 
 
 
 
Episode one: “Reign” 
 
Includes key characters: Scratch, Kain, Scan, Tamar briefly, Kyoko.  
 
Description/purpose: Scratch, Kain, Erk, And Kyoko are introduced. You learn about 
them and a shallow description of how they know each other. The shedko and their 
intentions are introduced. They attack Katia, and The four main characters escape and 
their plot to overthrow Scan from earth is unveiled. 
 
Setting: Katia/spaceship 
 
Episode two: “000” 
 
Includes key characters: Scratch, Kyoko, Kittie, Skitch, Kain  
 
Description/purpose: Introduction to Kittie and Skitch, two siblings. You learn a brief 
glimpse of both of their pasts and Kittie’s occupation as a high school teacher and Skitch 
being her brother, who goes to the school himself. Scratch, Kain, and Kyoko arrive on 
earth and get settled, learning about Skitch, the ultimate life form. Hybrid 000. An 
explanation of this follows.  
 
Setting: Earth, Kittie’s house, Calabasas high school. 
 
Episode three: “burning” 
 
Includes key characters: Scratch, Kyra, Skitch, Kittie, Kyoko 
 
Description/purpose: Skitch and Kittie get a warning that their house will be attacked 
from a mysterious robed girl, who is Scratch. This warning is not taken seriously and 
soon the house is attacked by a creature unknown to the key characters. There house is on 
fire, and Scratch helps the pair escape. After they have gone, Scratch tells them to wait 
and rushes over to fight the creature that attacked them. She wins with a surprise help 
from Kyra, who is introduced here. Scratch introduces herself to Kittie and Skitch.  
 
Setting: Kittie’s House 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Episode four: “Apprehension” 
 
Includes key characters: Scratch, Kyra, Kittie, Skitch, Kain, Kyoko 
 
Description/Purpose: Skitch and Kittie are introduced to the rest of the characters. They 
are briefed on the situation that brought them there, but they do not believe it. After 
another creature attacks and they are almost killed, they become less apprehensive. Kyra 
is told that she will be helping Skitch train, but he does not yet know that he is the 
ultimate life form, as Kain thinks the time is not right to tell him. Kittie’s true past and 
identity as the most famous light support artist in the universe is unveiled to her, and she 
and Kyra, who is the ultimate dark support artist, become great rivals.  
 
Setting: Scratch’s house 
 
Episode five: “Garbed in White” 
 
Includes Key characters: Kyra, Tamar, Kain, Skitch 
 
Description/purpose: while Kyra is training Skitch to become stronger in his arts, an 
unknown creature attacks. Skitch somehow musters great power with Kyra’s help and 
defeats it, and soon the true summoner of the creature appears, who is Tamar, Scan’s son. 
Tamar and Skitch have a short conversation and soon after try to kill each other. The two 
lock in a battle until Kain appears, who stops the fighting and Tamar flees soon after 
seeing Kain. Kain has a talk with Skitch, and then they go home.  
 
Setting: Downtown L.A 
 
Episode six: “family heritage” 
 
Includes Key Characters: Kain, Kittie, Scratch, Tamar, Kyra, Kyoko 
 
Description/purpose: Soon Scratch reveals that the true reason Tamar fled from Kain 
was that Kain was Tamar’s brother. This being that Kain was Scan’s first born son. You 
see much revealing the past of the two brothers and their bond together. Skitch and Kittie 
also find out that their mother, who is dead, is Scratch’s sister, and she is their aunt. 
Tamar also breaks in and steals an orb, and Skitch follows him. 
 
Setting: Scratch’s House 
 
 
 



 
Episode seven: “Light and Darkness” 
 
Includes Key Characters: Tamar, Skitch, Kyoko, Scratch. 
 
Description/purpose: The opening scene here is a desperate fight between Tamar and 
Skitch. Kyoko and Scratch drive out to find him, as if both Skitch and Tamar attack each 
other at maximum velocity the earth could be destroyed. Scratch halts the battle between 
the two and shows a power then no one ever knew she had, and causes Kyoko to suspect 
she’s hiding something. Skitch gets mad that his battle was stopped, and when all three 
stop arguing Tamar is gone, no where to be seen. However, in place of him the orb he has 
stolen is left behind. A creature appears in the forest, it is one of the holy element, 
suspected summoned by Tamar. Kyoko decides to use the power of the orbs to fend it off. 
Surprisingly, it drops something of much value. 
 
Setting: A remote forest 
 
Episode eight: “Taboo” 
 
Includes Key Characters: Kittie, Kain 
 
Description/purpose: Since Kittie is such a powerful support elementist, Scratch 
Suggests that she go with Kain to find the second orb. They both go together; there 
search leading them to a secluded beach cave where inside, they face much peril. Kittie 
and Kain slowly start to fall in love with each other during the course of this episode. At 
the end of the cave, they are ambushed by a female werewolf, and Kain must combat his 
power with hers to emerge victorious.  
 
Setting: A cave 


